
 

 2 January, 2019   Taylors Mistake 

 Tisha Jamieson, Craig Jamieson, Mike Smith, Dave Smith, Will Jamieson, 

Sarah Cook, Jade Jeffery, Huntley Quinn, Samuel (Sam) Bos, Isaac Cotter, Eden Cotter, 

Olivia (Liv) Austin, Lewis Elliott, Brad Austin, Harry Fergus, Charlotte Doogue, Craig Todd, 

Murray Johnson, Tom Denman. 
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Recognising Outstanding Rescues 

 

Only one day into the 2019 year, on January 2, surf lifeguards from Taylors Mistake and Sumner were involved in a multiagency search 
for a missing swimmer. At 7:15pm Mike Smith was contacted by Police for response for availability of members for search for missing 
persons. Mike initiated the ECOS callout for the club, and mobilised to beach. Craig, Tisha, Dave and others were at the beach 
completing training, and were approached by arriving police and advised that they had a person missing from 4pm that day, so had 
been last seen over three hours before in the water.  
 
With a moderate 2 metre swell running, and failing light due to twilight, the search required a high level of skill from the surf lifeguards 
as the IRB teams had to do close inshore sweeps of the rock face in the swell and maintain strict grid search protocols. They initiated a 
multi-IRB response, with Tisha taking liaison with Police & setting up a control point at the club house.  
 
Mike and Patrice arrived and joined in the search with Mike assuming co-ordination of the IRB teams. Two IRB teams from Taylors were 
activated for the search and commenced a grid search pattern of the last known area. Due to exceeding long delay from last sighting, 
the Police initiated a shoreline search along the rock cliffs towards Black Rock Point as well. At the same time the Sumner ECOS team 
were mobilised, and further IRB’s were dispatched around to Taylors Mistake as the ECOS teams arrived. 
 
The Police found that Taylors Mistake was a blind spot for both their regular communications, as well as their mobile devices. To assist, 
Taylors Mistake members provided patrol radios, and the Police command advised for all teams to switch to Marine Channel 16. This 
remained the working channel for all communications. Tisha maintained effective communications with the senior Police control at the 
clubhouse, and assisted in dealing with family members and friends of the missing person. 

The callout system activated Sumner Coastguard and the Sumner ECOS team as well. Sumner SLSC immediately dispatched two IRB 
teams to assist in the search. The IRB teams reformed and initiated a grid search six boats wide of the bay. A swimmer was put into the 
water and they initiated a search along the water’s edge of the rock face, an area that the person had been seen in earlier in the day. 

Police has called for Coastguard assistance early in the event, and Lifeboats responded with Blue Arrow Rescue (BAR), their deep water 

rescue vessel. They joined the search and commenced a grid search utilising a GPS track covering the area along the rock face. The 
control of the vessel was done in liaison with Mike, who was sitting on a high point overseeing the search, controlling the IRB teams and 
undertaking a visual search of the water surface with binoculars. 

A report from a friend was received by the Police that the person may have been spotted walking over Scarborough Hill. The Police 
dispatched a mobile unit while the search at the beach continued. BAR utilised its jet units to direct a downward flow, lifting loose 
material off the sea bed, with the crew watching the upwelling for a person. 

Then the teams were put on standby for preparation for the following day. A description of the missing person was transmitted to Tom 
D at the Sumner ECOS control, and Murray and Craig commenced a visual search of the streets in and around Sumner. They noted a 
person matching the description, and relayed back via cell phone that they had approached the person, but had been refused by the 
person to confirm name. The Police were advised and they then confirmed that this person was the missing male swimmer.  

The search teams were advised of the find and were stood down at 9:20 pm. The family and  
friends present at the beach were highly relieved, and emotional. The family praised the searchers  
for their efforts. Even though the person was found safe outside the water, these surf lifeguards  
proved their skills in a large coordinated response, should it be needed again. 


